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Standard Configuration 

ò  Fibers+PMT+Readout electronics 

ò  Relevant parameters: light from fibers/PMT signale (DY12 is sull of  all 
dinodes)/electronics saturation 

ò  Large noise observed  

ò  Readout dinamic range limits signal on PMT to ~1V 

ò  Large noise induced on the PMT+Electronics chain when laser+gas are 
present è Plasma related 

ò  In design conditions of  screening noise ~1V peak-to-peak 

ò  In absence of  either gas or laser noise negligible (few mV) 

ò  With simple improvements in screening (with aluminium foil) and getting 
further away from the interaction point we obtained a reduction of  a factor 
4 



A Threefold Way 

1.  Develop a backup detector reading fibers with CCD instead of  
PMT 

2.  Study the nature of  the noise 

3.  Make the default detector work: 

1.  Screening 

2.  Dynamic range 



Noise studies 

Conclusions: 

ò  HV and p.s. irrelevant 

ò   reduction by 30% when 
PMT oriented towards IP 

ò   lead shield improves by a 
factor 6 

ò   behind the wall improves 
by a factor 9 



New idea 

Idea: push the PMT HV to have a larger signal and attenuate 
it (a factor 10?) before entering the MAROC 

Considerations: 

ò   maroc response: 30ADC/mV 

ò  Saturation: 700ADC/channel à 23 mV/ch (!) à1.5V/
PMT 

ò  At which level does the  PMT saturate? Which is the 
correct attenuation coefficient?  



Fibers + CCD 

ò  Making use of  existing cameras and read-out software we 
have developed the code to extract the light per fiber and 
translate it into an energy spectrum  

ò  Proof  that it works in the next slides 

Difficulties: 
 - definition of  boxes 
-  Noise subtraction 
-  Interacalibration 

between cameras 
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are therefore referred to a non-optimal magnetic setup, that can
be seen in Fig. 3.

2. Design of the spectrometer

Several aspects need to be considered when designing the
spectrometer: where and how to impact the magnetic field, where
to locate the position detectors, which solution to use for the
detectors and how to implement the readout electronics.

2.1. Geometry of magnet and detectors

The shape of the magnetic field and the location of the position
detectors are dictated by the need to minimize the resolution on
the momentum for a fixed resolution on the position coordinate.
To perform this optimization, the detector response is estimated
by means of a Runge–Kutta integration of motion that takes into
account the geometry and the detailed magnetic field map. For
the reasons detailed in Section 1, it is sufficient for the purpose of
the detector optimization to sample two trajectories coming from
the point-like source and thereby oriented at 71s where s is the
expected beam divergence on the horizontal plane (see Fig. 2).

While the optimal dispersion can be achieved by positioning
the detectors as far as possible, this is not necessarily the optimal
criterium. The momentum resolution is in fact dominated by the
angular dispersion which overlays in a given position trajectories
from significantly different momenta. This component of the error
can be shrunk if there exist focii of the trajectories, i.e. points
where all trajectories of a given momentum converge regardless
of the angle at the origin. We found that for the uniform magnetic
fields as we are currently investigating, this can be achieved if the
magnetic field is not null in regions elongated along the direction
of the impacting beam. For the available magnet and hardware
configuration, focii were found for momenta up to 150MeV (see
Fig. 3).

With the currently available setup the best configuration is to
set the distance of the beam from the magnetic center to 13 cm,
i.e. to have the trajectories develop mostly in the fringe field,
posing operational difficulties that will be discussed later. Due to
these considerations the low momentum detector has been
positioned on the locus of focii, while the high momentum
detector has been positioned as far as possible. The final setup is
shown in Fig. 3.

3. Choice of detector and readout

Usually in laser–plasma acceleration experiments optical
devices are used to analyze the electron energy spectrum, in
particular positions are measured by LANEX films read by CCD
cameras. In this case there are several disadvantages of such a
solution: the large size of the magnet makes it difficult to tune the
optical setup for such a detector, syncrotron radiation photons are
also detected and risk to bias the charged particle spectra, the
large energies reached by the accelerated particles risk to saturate
the device

Among the non-optical devices, we had to choose a detector
that could operate in vacuum, tolerate a large number of impacting
particles and be of limited cost. We therefore chose to use
scintillating fibers. The scintillating fibers Kuraray SCSF-81-SJ with
diameter 1.00 70.05mm have 507mm thickness of cladding and
emission wavelength 437nm. Fibers are connected to five multi-
channel photo-tubes Hamamatsu H7545 (R7600-00) for a total of
five PMT and 320 electronic channels. In order to read a larger
number of fibers, since the overall resolution is not affected, the
fibers coming from the low momentum detector are merged in
groups of three. The choice of the front end card was studied in
collaboration with INFN BA, GE and ISS-Roma1 [3]. It is possible to
multiplex up to 4096 channels thanks to the technology based on
MAROC2 chips shown in Fig. 4.

4. Data analysis

A signal proportional to the number of impacting electrons is
recorded on each fiber of the detectors. This information is used to
reconstruct the energy spectrum by means of a bayesian
unfolding. If we divide the momentum range into Np bins, the
best estimate of the charge deposited in the p-th bin, starting from
the charge Qi deposited in the i-th fiber, is

Q̂ p ¼
X

i

Qi " PðpjiÞ ð1Þ

PðpjiÞ ¼ PðijpÞ " Pp

X

p

PðijpÞ " Pp:

(

ð2Þ

where PðpjiÞ are the estimated probability distribution of the
momentum if a given fiber, i is hit, Pp is the a-priori momentum
distribution, set by default to flat, and P(i–p) is the detector
response, the probability of a particle of momentum p to hit fiber
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Fig. 3. Trajectories in the available magnetic setup of particles with fixed momenta and divergence angle =72mrad. The position detectors are located along the
black lines.
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Immagini LANEX @ 30cm dal gas
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Fibers+CCD 

ò  Ongoing activity: hardware 

ò  Bought two new cameras 

ò  Installation is a semi-permanent configuration (awaiting 
for default DAQ to work) and design of  supports 

ò  Integration of  DAQ in the SPARC control system 

ò  Ongoing activity: software 

ò  Improve algorithm for noise subtraction 

ò  Improve intercalibration 



Study of  the nature of  
noise 

ò  Meeting with Ruggero Ricci and Valerio Bocci and Riccardo 
Lunadei from the Roma1 Electronic LAB 

ò  Measure current on plate and loop di distinguish between 
capacitive and inductive components 

ò  Measure noise in absence of  electric connection between the 
interaction and spectrometer chambers 

ò  Improve grounding (reference ground cable now available) 

ò  From literature largest component is in the THz range. 
Contacting THz experts in Roma1 (Lupi and Calvani) to 
investigate the problem 



Future of  “default” 
detector 

ò  Improve screening/grounding: 

ò  Mu-metal 

ò  avoid the smallest leakage (not easy) 

ò  Screen also cables  

ò  Use single reference ground for everything 

ò  Distance 

ò  Fibers to prolong 4-5 meters away are available 

ò  Increase dynamic range 

ò  Change electronics (move to standard ADC) 

ò  Expensive … last resort 


